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Abstract. Large-eddy simulations of the convective boundary layer are compared over hilly versus flat
surfaces. Moderate values for the height and horizontal spacing of the hills were selected. Thermallydirect hill-valley circulations are induced by the uneven terrain, accounting for a significant fraction of
the resolved energy in the boundary-layer eddies. The probability of upward eddy motion reaches up
to 70% over the hilltops and down to 15% over the valleys. Above-average values of both subgrid
scale turbulent kinetic energy and upward eddy heat transport are found above the higher terrain.
Horizontal spectra of vertical motion are strongly biased toward the horizontal scales of the terrain.
Vertical profiles of atmospheric variables obtained by horizontal averaging, however, exhibit no significant differences between hilly and flat terrain simulations.

1. Introduction
Hilly or mountainous topography often has a strong impact on atmospheric dynamics. Its direct effects include forcing low-level vertical motion when the horizontal
wind vector intersects the topography contours and providing a sensible and latent
heat source or sink to the atmosphere at altitudes which vary with the horizontal
coordinates. These surface effects are transmitted to greater heights following the
laws which govern atmospheric motions, and produce many well-known phenomena such as mountain and valley circulations and mountain waves.
The effect of hilly topography on the properties of the convective boundary
layer (CBL) has received relatively little study, even though boundary layers
over much of the earth’s land surface are located above or near sloping terrain.
Investigators have tended to concentrate on the simpler problem of CBL formation
over a flat surface in order to isolate and interpret the basic statistical properties
of the boundary-layer eddies. This has been particularly true of Large-eddy Simulations (LES) of the CBL, which have nearly always been conducted on a domain
bounded by a flat, uniform lower surface, and have employed cyclic rather than
open lateral boundary conditions to remove any influence of mesoscale gradients
on the solutions (e.g., Deardorff, 1974; Moeng and Wyngaard, 1984, 1988;
Schmidt and Schumann, 1989). Field studies are likewise often conducted at sites
specifically selected for their uniformity of terrain (e.g., Businger et al., 1971;
Carras and Williams, 1981; King et al., 1989). Such studies have established most
of the important statistical properties of the CBL over a uniform surface and
provide a yardstick against which investigations of more complicated CBL situations can be compared.
Boundary-Layer
Meteorology 58: 133-150, 1992.
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Only recently have investigators begun to focus on the problem of how the
boundary layer is influenced by surface topography. Analyses of boundary-layer
wind profiles over moderately hilly terrain were conducted by Kustas and Brutsaert
(1986) and by Grant and Mason (1990). These studies found that in a nearly
neutral boundary layer, the wind approximately follows a logarithmic law, as over
flat terrain, given an appropriate value of roughness length to account for the
influence of the hills. Kaimal et al. (1982) and Young (1988) computed turbulence
spectra from stationary and aircraft data in boundary layers over both flat and
hilly terrain. They found no significant effect induced by the terrain inhomogeneities. Shao and Hacker (1990) examined boundary-layer turbulence over a highly
inhomogeneous surface, and found similarity theory to be valid locally for many
meteorological variables; advective effects between dissimilar regions of the boundary layer were of secondary importance. A similar study by Panofsky et al. (1982)
examined the adjustment of turbulence spectra in air advecting over discontinuities
in surface characteristics, including topographic variability. Han et al. (1982) and
Nieuwstadt and Glendening (1989) have applied mixed-layer models to study
mesoscale motions of the boundary layer over hilly terrain.
LES offers detailed information on boundary-layer statistics, and is a natural
tool to apply to the study of the effects of hilly terrain. Schumann (1990) performed
LES of an up-slope boundary layer in a stratified environment. This simulation
assumed a continuous slope through the use of cyclic lateral boundary conditions,
and the top of the CBL followed the slope of the underlying surface. Krettenauer
and Schumann (1989) performed a low Reynolds number direct simulation of
convection over a heated surface having one cycle of sinusoidal height variation.
The convective layer was in this case bounded above by a rigid horizontal wall.
In the present investigation, we apply LES to the atmospheric CBL over a
surface containing several hills. The CBL is capped by a stable atmospheric layer,
and the tops of the hills are well below this cap. We compare statistics gathered
from LES of the CBL over both the flat and hilly surfaces for the purpose of
examining some of the effects of the hills on the eddy properties. The methodology
is similar to that used by Hadfield (1991a, b) in a closely related study of the
effects of surface heat flux variations on the CBL. The main goal here is to take
a first look at the major differences which might be present between flat and hilly
cases, rather than to explore how such differences depend on various characteristics of the hills such as height and horizontal spacing. We thus choose a case in
which the hills are of moderate height (200 m) and horizontal spacing (2 km). By
comparison, the CBL depth in the simulations is of order 1 km. The physical
problem is simplified by (1) specifying a spatially- and temporally-constant surface
sensible heat flux, (2) ignoring moisture effects, (3) initializing the simulation with
no horizontal wind, and (4) employing cyclic lateral boundary conditions in both
directions. In addition, the topography is chosen to vary sinusoidally in one
horizontal direction while being constant in the other. Thus the terrain consists of
a series of parallel ridges and valleys.
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2. Details of Large-Eddy Simulations
2a. NUMERICALMODEL
The simulations are performed with the Colorado State University Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS) in its nonhydrostatic configuration. For the
present LES application which ignores moisture, RAMS solves prognostic equations for the three velocity components (u, v, w), potential temperature 8, perturbation Exner function rr, and subgrid scale turbulent kinetic energy e. A compressible, time-split scheme is used for the explicit computation of 7r. Subgrid
diffusion is parameterized according to the formulation by Deardorff (1980)) which
is based on the prognosed e. RAMS employs terrain-following coordinates (GalChen and Somerville, 1975) to accomodate a sloping ground surface. Further
details are given in Hadfield et al. (1991a).
The computational domain extends 10 km in the x-direction (normal to the ridge
and valley axes) and 6 km in the y-direction a region sufficiently large not to
appreciably constrain the dominant horizontal scales of the large eddies, which
are similar to the CBL depth. Five parallel ridges and valleys span the domain in
the x-direction. Vertically, the domain extends to 3 km, with a Rayleigh friction
absorbing layer above 2200 m. The spatial resolution of the grid is 125 m horizontally and 80 m vertically, except near the ground where the vertical grid spacing
is gradually reduced to 30 m. Each simulation is initialized with a neutral layer at
8 = 290 K below 1 km and a constant lapse rate of 10 K km-’ above in order to
expedite the formation of a mature boundary layer. Because external forcing of
the atmospheric fields is two-dimensional, a random perturbation of order 0.1 K
is added to the initial temperatures in the lowest grid level to develop a threedimensional structure to the eddies.
The growth of the CBL is driven by imposing a constant (in time and space)
surface heat flux of 250 W m s2, which corresponds to a mean value of potential
temperature flux of Q, = 0.2 Km s-i. All results presented in this paper are extracted from the period when the CBL has grown to a mean (scaling) depth h,
of approximately 1300 m, and has warmed to a (surface) potential temperature of
0, = 292 K. From these values, we obtain the additional scaling parameters for
velocity and potential temperature (Deardorff, 1970)
we = (gWz,/&)“3 = 2.0 m s-i ,

(1)

8, = Q/w, = 0.1 K .

(2)

2b. AVERAGING
Two essential characteristics of LES, as opposed to conventional numerical simulation, are (1) the numerical grid is chosen to resolve scales finer than those of
interest, and (2) the finest resolved scales in the simulated atmospheric fields are
later filtered out by averaging, leaving behind the actual scales of interest. The
type of filter used, however, depends on the specific information sought. In the
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present CBL application, we are little concerned with the instantaneous field of
eddies or with the spatial viability of the eddies in the direction of a valley or
ridge axis. Thus, averaging both in time and along the y-axis is routinely performed
in extracting the scales of interest. Vertical dependence of the results is always of
interest, so vertical averaging is not done. Averaging in the x-direction is completed in two separate ways in order to produce two different types of filtered
fields which are of interest. The first average is performed over all grid points in
the x-direction. In combination with the time and y-direction averages, this yields
a simple vertical profile, which can readily be compared to horizontally-homogeneous simulations. The second average, termed a phase average (Hadfield et al.,
1991a), is performed among locations of identical phase position with respect to
topographic ridges and valleys. In the present simulation containing five sinusoidal
topographic cycles, this implies averaging the five cycles into one. In combination
with the time and y-direction averages, this yields a two-dimensional cross-section
in height and in the x-direction for a distance of one ridge-valley cycle.
To describe the averaging more succinctly, we follow the notation of Reiter
(1969) and Hadfield et al. (1991a) in representing an average of a general dependent variable a with respect to an independent variable r by (a),, and a deviation
from that average by (a),, from which we can write

a = (4, + (a), .

(3)

A shorthand notation for repeated averaging is
(4)
Thus, the standard and phase averages in the x-direction, which were described
above, can be written as (a),,,,, and (a),,p,,, respectively.
Performing horizontal averaging of an atmospheric property in the x-direction,
across ridges and valleys, presents a unique problem in interpretation due to the
fact that horizontal surfaces vary in their height above the ground, with some
actually intersecting the ground. Such averages then consist of mixtures of properties from different heights from the surface, and tend to mask the true vertical
profile, as traditionally obtained from LES of the CBL over a flat surface (e.g.,
Moeng and Wyngaard, 1984). We handle this problem within the CBL in a manner
similar to Schumann (1990) by computing averages on surfaces of constant z*,
defined by
Z*

=

Zi (Z

-

Zs)/(Zj

- 2.5)7

(5)

where z is the vertical coordinate, zi is the CBL height, and z, is the ground
height, all relative to a reference height such as sea level. (The scaling height h,
defined earlier is the mean vertical distance between zs and zi .) Averaging quanti-

ties over each of a family of these surfaces groups the quantities according to their
fractional height between the ground and the CBL top. There remains the fact
that such averages mix properties between deeper and shallower regions of the
CBL; this should be borne in mind when comparing with results from LES conducted over a flat surface. In a domain as small as the present one, and with the hills
totally embedded within the CBL, the zi surface remains very nearly horizontal.
Thus, above zi, averages in the x-direction are appropriately computed on horizontal surfaces, and it is assumed that z* = z.
In analogy with transformed height, a transformed vertical velocity is defined
as

w= w_ u z - zi 8.G
Zs - Zi ax ’

where the coefficient of u is the local slope of a z* surface. A parcel’s w is its
vertical velocity relative to the local z* surface, while w is the vertical velocity
relative to the vertical coordinate z. These two differ in general since a constant
z.+.surface may itself have vertical motion relative to z in the reference frame
moving with the horizontal velocity of the parcel. An important property of o is
that it is always zero on the ground surface due to the kinematic constraint between
u and w. This contrasts with w which is nonzero for air moving up or down a
sloping ground surface. A zero value of w implies no change in fractional position
between the bottom and top of the CBL. Thus, w is the appropriate variable for
describing vertical transport through the CBL.

3. Results

Both the hilly and flat terrain experiments were run to 150 minutes of simulation
time. Routine time averaging of quantities computed each timestep from the
model variables was performed over 15min periods in the experiments, thus
producing a time series of 10 time-averaged periods. Examination of successive
15min averages revealed that they ceased to change significantly after 60 to 90 min
of simulation time. This indicated that: (1) statistical steadiness was achieved well
before the end of the simulation period; and (2) a 15min averaging period was
sufficiently large to obtain the statistically-steady result. Moreover, identical statistical results were obtained in twin experiments of both the hilly and flat caseswhich
were initialized with different random perturbations of the temperature fields.
Thus, the statistical analyses can be interpreted as ensemble averages. In all timeaveraged results to be presented, the time averaging operator is applied over the
final 15-min period in the experiments.
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TABLE I
Partial list of quantities whose ( )Yx,averages were compared between hilly
and flat terrain simulations
w
I
e
(u).&),.x
(V).“.~(VL
(w),.x(w),,*
(~LAWLX
(%x(%.x
(~),.x(%*
(w),.x(eLx
(~Lx(~)y.x(~L.x
P(w)
P(w)

Vertical velocity
Transformed vertical velocity
Potential temperature
Turbulent kinetic energy
Variance of u from horizontal average
Variance of v from horizontal average
Variance of w from horizontal average
Variance of w from horizontal average
Variance of @from horizontal average
Vertical flux of 0
Vertical flux of e
Skewness of w from horizontal average
Probability density function for w
Probability density function for w

3a. AVERAGESUSING( )y,,.f
We first consider statistics obtained by applying the averaging operator ( ),,,,, to
quantities derived from the modeled prognostic variables, thus obtaining functions
of the vertical coordinate z only. Such vertical profiles characterize the mean
vertical structure of the boundary layer without regard to horizontal variations.
An important application of this type of information is the designing of a boundarylayer parameterization for use in lower resolution numerical models.
Table I is a partial list of quantities $Jfor which (&,,.Y,, was compared between
the flat and hilly terrain cases. The list includes first, second, and third moments
of the prognostic variables, and probability density functions for w and o. All
results obtained from the flat-terrain control simulation were found to agree
closely with previously published results (e.g., Moeng and Wyngaard, 1984). The
comparison between the flat and hilly terrain cases may be easily summarized by
stating that there is no significant difference in the vertical profiles between the
two experiments, except for those involving w. Remembering that w rather than
w is the appropriate parameter for describing vertical transport, we can state that
the hills exhibit no important effect on the mean vertical boundary-layer profiles.
This result might have been expected for certain quantities which are known to
be strongly constrained to particular vertical profiles. An example is ( 6)y..,..r,which
is shown in Figure 1 for the hilly case and has a vertical gradient virtually indistinguishable from the flat case. Strong convective feedback mechanisms act to keep
13well mixed in the CBL, except near the surface where eddies are suppressed. It
is, however, somewhat surprising that no other quantity (apart from those involving w) was significantly affected by the hills.
3b. AVERAGESUSING( )y,p,t
The previous section established that mean vertical profiles obtained using horizontal averages taken across the entire domain were not altered by hilly terrain. The
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0
0
0
Fig. 1. Profile of (O),.,,,,in deg K for the hilly terrain case as a function of transformed height z,
normalized by z,.

hills and valleys nevertheless induce an organized flow pattern which is absent
over flat terrain. To examine this pattern, the ( ), averaging operator, which
averages together data above hills and valleys alike, should not be used. It is
desirable, however, to average together the five hill-valley cycles in order to
shorten the length of the time average required to obtain a statistically significant
sample. We thus replace the average over x with the phase average defined in
Section 2b, and examine results of the form (&Y,p,t, which are a function of both
x (over one terrain cycle) and t.
Figure 2 is a plot of (w),,~,,, which clearly shows that mean vertical motion is
upward over the hills and downward over the valleys, except very close to the
ground where upward motion occurs everywhere. The peak upward motion is
slightly stronger than the peak subsidence. Figure 3 shows the horizontal component of the mean circulation, given by (u),.~,~, which together with (w)~,~,~satisfies
the two-dimensional continuity equation. Air in the lower CBL flows upslope to
converge near the ridge top, and the horizontal flow is reversed at higher levels.
The lower branch of the circulation reaches twice the peak horizontal speed of
the upper branch.
The entire circulation is a prominent feature in the CBL eddy motions, with
peak vertical and horizontal motions reaching 0.3~~ and O.Sw,, respectively. This
corresponds to the study by Hadfield et al. (1991a) in which an analogous circulation was found to result from sinusoidal horizontal variations in the surface heat
flux. In that study, the wavelength of the surface variation was around 1.3 times
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x

(km)

.- 0.
tl
N 0.

-3.5
Fig. 2. Cross-section of (IV),,+,., for the hilly case as a function of normalized height z/z, and x (in
km) over one terrain cycle. The contour interval is O.O4w,, with dashed lines in this and all other
contour plots indicating negative values. The sinusoidal terrain height appears in correct vertical scale
in the lower part of the plot.

0.
0.
-5.0

-4.5
x
Fig. 3.

-4.0
(km)

-3.5

As in Figure 2 but for (LO,,.,,,‘. The contour interval is O.O6w,.
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the CBL depth h,, roughly comparable to the factor of 1.5 in the present study,
and the amplitude of the heat flux variation was a significant 50% of the mean
heat flux. However, Hadfield et al. obtained a much weaker circulation than the
present one, with peak vertical and horizontal speeds of 0.14~~ and O.l8w,,
respectively. On the other hand, Hadfield et al. (1991b) found that for surface
heat flux variations at a longer wavelength around 3.8h,, a much stronger circulation resulted, having peak values of vertical and horizontal motion of l.lw, and
0.9w,, respectively.
For the present hilly case, the resolved kinetic energy of the circulation, defined
by (Hadfield et al., 1991a)
EC =

” [((~)~,&,r
Ii

+ (<~)~,x):,~.r] dz ,

(7)

accounts for more than 12% of the total resolved kinetic energy in the CBL, which
is given by
ET=

+ W;.x),,x.~+ (W:,x)y,x,tldzdx .

(8)

By comparison, Hadfield et al. obtained corresponding fractional energy values of
the circulation of 1% and 35%, respectively, for the short and long wavelength
variations in surface heat flux.
Figure 4 is a plot of (o)~,~,~which, in contrast to (w),,~,~(Figure 2), is not positive
everywhere near the surface. Instead, negative values occur throughout the entire
CBL depth over the valley and lower terrain slopes, while positive values occur
over the ridge and upper slopes. Thus, in spite of the mean positive value of w
on the lower slopes, the actual mean vertical motion there is subsident in the
sense that air moves closer to the ground surface. Only over the higher terrain
does the mean circulation carry parcels away from the surface.
The mean probability of occurrence of positive o as a function of x and z,
denoted by V’(~)>,2,,,, , is shown in Figure 5. A very strong horizontal variation of
this quantity is indicated, with a maximum probability of 72% occurring just above
the surface at the ridge top, and a minimum probability of less than 15% near
0.6zi over the valley. This wide range is a further indication of the prominence
of the mean circulation relative to the total eddy motion within the CBL.
Figure 6 is a plot of ((0) “,.r)y,p,r. Within the boundary layer, a broad region of
above-average temperature occurs over the more elevated half of the surface
terrain, coinciding approximately with the region of mean updraft in Figure 4.
Similarly, the cooler region coincides with the subsident region. This is a partial
indication that the mean circulation is thermally direct. The warmest perturbation
(below the CBL top) from the layer-averaged mean is 1.68,, located just above
the ridge top, where the circulating air is most likely to have just spent the longest
time being warmed by the surface. The coolest perturbation, -0.6&, occurs just
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.- 0 . 8
N

h

0.2

-5.0

-4.5
x
Fig. 4.

-4.0
(km)

-3.5

As in Figure 2 but for (w),,+,.,. The contour interval is O.O4w,.

-- 0.8
?
N 0.6
0.4

0.0
-5.0

-4.5
x

-4.0
(km)

-3.5

Fig. 5. As in Figure 2 but for the y, p, r-averaged probability of positive w. The contour interval is
0.03, with the highest contour 0.72 near the hilltop surface, and the minimum contour 0.15 over the
valley at z. = 0.62,.
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0.
-5 . 0

-4.5
x

-4.0
(km)

Fig. 6. As in Figure 2 but for ((t$,),,p,,.

-3.5

The contour interval is OMw,.

above the valley floor, where air is most likely to have been out of contact with
the ground for the longest time. At greater heights within the CBL, the horizontal
temperature gradient weakens. In the layer capping the CBL, a strong, local cool
perturbation occurs above the topographic ridge, and a warm perturbation occurs
above the valley, both of which counteract the respective positive and negative
buoyant effects of the layer below.
In Hadfield et aZ.‘s (1991a, b) simulations with 1.5 km wavelength surface heat
flux variations, a warm perturbation of 2.08, and a cool perturbation of -1.88,
from the layer mean developed at the surface in the mean flow. That is nearly
double the surface variation in the present hilly case, and although direct comparison between the two simulations is difficult as they have basic differences, it is
interesting that the hills result in a stronger circulation with apparently less thermal
forcing. This can be attributed, at least in part, to the fact that the hilltop is an
elevated heat source, and that the actual solenoidal forcing is related to gradients
of 8 on horizontal, rather than constant zi surfaces. The difference between these
two gradients is evident from Figure 1 which shows that the mean surface value
of (e),,,,, is more than 0.2 K or 28, warmer than the layer z* = 0.15~; which over
the valley is at the same absolute height as the hill top. Thus, the actual horizontal
difference in 8 at constant height z = 0.15~; between the hill and the valley is
double the apparent difference in Figure 6. This helps to explain why hills are
quite effective in generating a significant circulation.
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Fig. 7.

As in Figure 2 but for (e),,,,.

The contour interval is O.Olw*,.

A plot of mean subgrid scale turbulent kinetic energy, given by (e)Y,P,t,is shown
in Figure 7. Maximum values are found near the surface, where e is most rapidly
generated by buoyancy in the shallow superadiabatic layer (Figure l), and values
are somewhat higher over the higher terrain than over the valley. As in the case
for <%,,tp this horizontal variation results from the mean circulation advecting e
through the low-level generation region, from which the column over the high
terrain is immediately downstream.
The sum of the covariance ((w),,,J ~)y.x)y,p,r,which is a measure of the resolved
vertical eddy 8 flux, and the subgrid vertical ~9flux is shown in Figure 8. The ( ),
average of this field over the terrain cycle yields the well-known linear vertical
profile, ranging from its normalized surface value of l.Ow,& to its (negative)
minimum at z = zi. The figure shows, however, that the mean upward heat transport is above average over the higher terrain, exceeding the surface value by more
than 20% a short distance above the ground, while below-average upward heat
transport occurs above the valley. Most of the warm entrainment aloft, indicated
by the negative values at the top of the CBL, also occurs above the higher terrain.
3c.

HORIZONTAL

SCALES

OF

w

The previous section examined quantities which were phase-averaged to the same
horizontal scale as the terrain, and showed that a prominent signal is induced in
the CBL eddies at that scale. To gain a broader perspective of how all scales of
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As in Figure 2 but for ((w),,~(0),.,),,P,,.
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CBL eddy motion are affected by the hills, we perform Fourier analyses of w for
both the hilly and flat terrain cases. Specifically, we compute the quantities
Ww)),,, and ~~~(~)Lt~ where F,(w) is the Fourier transform in the x-direction
of w, and is a function of y, z, t, and wavenumber k,. Subsequent averaging over
y and t, as indicated, yields a function of z and k, only. A similar interpretation
which is also a function of z and k, only. For clarity, we
applies
0.3 (Fy(~)Lr,
present these quantities only for the level Zlti = 0.5.
Figure 9 (curve A) shows (F,(w)),., for the flat terrain case. The peak amplitude
occurs at middle levels in the CBL at wavenumber 3, whose wavelength is 3.3 km
or 2.5h,. Wavenumbers 4 and 5 (having wavelengths of 2.0h, and 1.6h,, respectively), are of only slightly weaker amplitude. The highest wavenumber is 40,
since there are 80 model grid points spanning the x-direction. Curve C of Figure
9 shows (~y(~)>x,t, which has only 24 wavenumbers since there are 48 model grid
points in the y-direction. Here, wavenumbers O-3 achieve the greatest amplitude.
We point out that wavenumber 5 in the x-direction and wavenumber 3 in the ydirection, which are each the highest wavenumber to have nearly the maximum
amplitude, are of the same wavelength, equal to 1.5h,, and wavenumber 8 in the
x-direction and wavenumber 5 in the y-direction, which are the highest to have
over half the peak amplitudes, are also nearly identical in wavelength. Thus, very
similar spectra are exhibited in the two directions.
A very different situation arises in the hilly case, for which (FJu)),,.~ is plotted
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Fig. 9. Mean Fourier transforms of vertical velocity in units of w*. Curve A: (F,(w)),,,, for flat terrain
case, Curve B: (F,(o)),,, for hilly case, Curve C: (F,.(w)),,, for flat terrain case, Curve D: (F,(w)),., for
hilly case. Curves A, B, and C have been off-set by 0.3, 0.2, and 0.1, respectively, for clarity.

in curve B of Figure 9. Here, a sharp peak occurs at wavenumber 5, corresponding
to the 5 terrain cycles. The amplitude of wavenumber 5 is 40% stronger than in
the flat terrain case. Wavenumbers 3 and 4, from which most of the energy was
apparently drawn, lost a third of their amplitude from the flat terrain case. Other
waves were little affected by the terrain, except for wavenumber 6 which actually
gained about 15% in amplitude. Curve D of Figure 9 shows (&(w)),,, for the hilly
case. A strong peak in amplitude now occurs at wavenumber 0, representing a
40% increase from wavenumber 0 in the flat case. This echoes the mean upward
motion over ridges and the mean subsidence over valleys which, as seen in Figure
4, appears in the ( )Y average over their entire length. Somewhat surprisingly,
wavenumbers 1 and 2 appear little affected by the hills, while wavenumber 3 was
reduced in amplitude by over 20%. It is evident from the Fourier analyses that
the dominant scales of the CBL eddy motions are strongly forced toward the
horizontal scale of the terrain.
A snapshot of w, which is plotted in Figures 10 and 11 for surfaces z* = 0.25~;
and z* = 0.75zi, respectively, exhibits the scale selection effect of the terrain on
the vertical motion field. Figure 10 exhibits the characteristic cellular “ribbonlike” structure of zones of upward motion found at lower levels within the CBL
in other studies. Figure 11, on the other hand, contains more disconnected updraft
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0.. 0
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w at L, = 0.25z, for the hilly case. Contour
o.o5w*.
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Fig. 11.

0.0
(km)

2.0

4.0

As in Figure 10, but for z, = 0.75z,.

regions and dome evidence of bands forced by the ridges. Both figures, but
particularly Figure 10, show a tendency for upward motion to be located above
the tops of ridges, which are located at even-numbered kilometer values of the xcoordinate.
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4. Summary and Conclusions
We have presented results from LESS of a CBL which is bounded below by a
surface containing parallel ridges and valleys. A spatially and temporally constant
heat flux was imposed at the surface to drive the convection. Appropriate time
and space averaging operators applied to the eddy motions in the boundary layer
revealed prominent solenoidal circulations which consisted of upslope flow near
the surface, counter flow aloft, upward motion over the hills, and subsidence over
the valleys. For the hill and valley configuration used, the solenoidal circulation
accounted for more than 12% of the total resolved eddy kinetic energy in the
boundary layer.
A Fourier analysis of the horizontal scales of vertical motion in the boundarylayer eddies showed the spectrum to be strongly influenced by terrain features.
With hills rising to only 15% of the CBL top from the valley floors, a 40% increase
in amplitude resulted in the harmonic matching the horizontal terrain scale. Most
of this energy was drawn from neighboring harmonics. The scaling effect of the
terrain was even apparent in a snapshot of the vertical motion field where bands
of updraft aligned themselves with the topographic ridges.
In spite of the significant circulation induced by the hilly terrain, mean vertical
profiles of several meteorological variables, obtained by horizontally averaging
across all terrain features, were found to be almost identical between the hilly and
flat terrain simulations. This indicates that the hills and valleys had little influence
on the global properties of the boundary layer, although they had large local
influences. This result may be compared with observational studies cited in the
introduction, where similar conclusions were reached.
An important application of boundary-layer meteorology is to determine the
transport and dispersion of surface-released tracers. It may be inferred from the
present study that a tracer released as a point source during the daytime in a
valley between higher terrain features is more likely to spread horizontally from
the source, as opposed to being dispersed upward, than a tracer released on an
open plain. Conversely, airborne material point-released in the CBL near a local
terrain summit is more likely to be transported aloft than material released on an
open plain. Material released on a slope is more likely to travel up the slope than
in any other lateral direction. As in Hadfield’s (1988) simulation of tracer releases
over an inhomogeneously heated surface, we would expect that a tracer distributed
horizontally uniformly would disperse vertically similar to that over a horizontallyhomogeneous CBL.
In comparing this study to Hadfield er al.‘s (1991a, b) LESS of CBL circulations
driven by horizontal variations in heat flux on a flat surface, we subjectively
conclude that hilly terrain is more effective than heat flux variations in driving the
circulations. (It is not possible to compare the two driving mechanisms directly.)
However, Hadfield did find that the strength of the solenoidal circulations in his
simulations was very strongly dependent on the horizontal wavelength of the heat
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flux variation and on the strength of the ambient wind. This strongly suggeststhat
the terrain-induced circulations would likewise show a strong dependence on the
same two variables. We are currently investigating these relationships, as well as
the dependence on the vertical scale of the terrain.
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